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belonging in friendships, brand affiliations, and classroom routines in ways that 
open opportunities for remaking princess texts and mediate children's cultures. 

Using mediated discourse theory (Scollon 2001; Wertsch 1991), I examine 
princess play as a site of engagement: a social space where everyday practices, 
artifacts (e.g., dolls), and player identities come together as social actors perform 
naturalized ways of belonging that are expected in each culture (Bourdieu 1977; 
Scollon and Scollon 2004). During princess play in early childhood classrooms, 
these ways of being and belonging-in other words, a nexus of practice (Scal
lon 2001)-collide and resonate across the multiple cultures that converge in 
classrooms (Wohlwend 2009, 2011, 2012). In my studies of sites of engagement. 
I look closely at pretend play to see how young children use dolls and toys to 
influence who can participate in local play groups in ways that align with and 
transgress global gender discourses. In preschool, very young children are just 
learning how to belong: how to play together rather than playing next to others. 
how to equitably take turns with scarce classroom materials, how to negotiate 
who plays which role, and so on. They are also learning tacit gender expeco
tions in these practices of belonging: who can play a princess, whose ideas for 
princess narratives are followed, who gets access to a treasured doll, or how ;1 

favorite princess character might be revised. Further, it is important to recognize 
the developmental influences in preschool sites of engagement where children 
are not only learning to belong but also learning to communicate and cooperate 
through language, literacy, and play. For example, our notions of criticality nu:· 
need to be retooled for early childhood settings: the verbal critique of prince:;$ 
stereotypes expected in a primary school critical literacy lesson is not well-suited 
to a 3-year-old child's developing language or passionate attachment to medi:1 
characters. However, exploratory play is the young child's strength, making doll 
play a promising site for productive critique that positions the young child as an 
inventive maker of new play scenarios and materials and invites re-imao-inin<>$ 

b b 

and alternate identities and ways of belonging. 
Elsewhere, I have examined Disney Princess dolls to uncover the expected 

identities for child fans, consumers, producers, and players that the toys evokc
(Wohlwend 2012). In this view, Disney Princess dolls are not just playthings but 
cultural artifacts that represent sedimented histories of practices (Rowsell and P:1hl 
2007) as well as anticipated identities that designers and marketers have layered 
into products (Wohlwend 2009, 2012). For example, Disney Princess dolls come 

pre-packaged with memorized film scripts, mingled with expectations for who 
should play with the toys and how they should be used. When children play with 
princess toys at school, the mix of expectations for belonging expands to include 

children's histories of friendships in peer cultures and rules and routines in scl1ool 
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cultures. According to my previous analysis (Wohlwend 2012), these ways of be
longing include: 

• Models of hyperfeminine characters, "damsel-in-distress" fairy tale narra
tives, and "girly-girl" fans in princess culture

• Embodied responses (unspoken, emotional, sensory/modal, gendered) to
meanings fabricated into the pastel colors, vinyl bodies, and silky, sparkly
fabrics of the dolls through production processes

• Target demographics in brand identity marketing production and market
ing histories in consumer culture

• Negotiated play narratives in children's collectively imagined play worlds
(Medina and Wohlwend 2014)

• Expected friendship relations in play groups in social histories in peer cul
tures (Madrid and Katz 2011)

• Classroom roles, relationships, and rules that enact student responsibilities
in school cultures

How are preschool children learning and remaking ways of belonging through 
princess doll play within the nexus of overlapping princess, consumer, peer, and 
school cultures? In this chapter, I argue that as children pretend together, they also 
mediate these ways ofbelonging through artifacts that pivot (Vygotsky 1935/1978) 
among princess, consumer, and classroom cultures to access more identities and 
practices. As we shall see, children renamed characters and reimagined restric
tive commercial narratives by turning princesses into mothers and sisters to make 
roles for friends or by making their own materials by turning clumps of tape into 
princess shoes. The productive power of these remakings derives in part from girls' 
shared understandings of the Disney Princess franchise and expected practices 
across cultural contexts. 

Ways of Belonging in a Princess Play Site of Engagement 

Doll Players in Princess Culture 

Belonging is at the heart of children's play. When children pretend, they use 
toys to mediate and participate in their immediate and imagined worlds (Goncii 
1999). During doll play, children produce shared pretense with fluid meanings 
that must be continually negotiated with other players. When they play with 
princess dolls, the fluidity of these shared meanings moves beyond passive repro
duction of commercial narratives and allows children to come up with alternative 
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ideas that can mediate princess culture-at least in the immediate setting-by 
revising characters and stories (Wohlwend 2009). At the same time, children are 
also learning how to share toys, to be friends, and to belong in the surrounding 
peer culture (Pugh 2009). In this way, princess doll play brings together ways of 
belonging in both princess culture and peer culture, opening a space to mediate 
both worlds. 

Gendered ways of belonging in princess culture are molded into dolls 
through commercial designs and children's play histories. Disney Princess dolls 
trigger more than verbal parroting of film narratives; they also send nonverb:1.l 
messages through their material designs for their intended uses. Dolls are de
signed to clearly communicate a player/doll relationship so that children c:rn 
easily use them for play (Brougere 2006). Dolls elicit performances of imagined 
characters for doll players in relation to the doll (e.g., baby dolls elicit pretend 
mothers). But dolls can also be proxies that allow children to pretend an imag
ined self through the doll (e.g., Disney Princess dolls elicit portrayals of players 
as princess characters). Dolls are identity texts that communicate a gendered 
play role and anticipate particular identities for children as doll players (Car
rington 2003). For example, a snippet of dialog enacted from a movie script :1, 
a child plays with a princess doll materializes the fairy tale character as well a, 
an intended player forecasted by marketing teams. The films circulate anticipat
ed identity texts of "girly-girls" in an emphasized femininity discourse (Bfaise 
2005) in princess culture that is amplified across films' scripts in the animated 
fairy tales and drawn into the princess body images during media production 
processes (Haas, Bell, and Sells 1995). 

Child Consumers in Consumer Culture 

The identity texts in Disney Princess dolls are not limited to characters and players,
but also include expectations for consumers, manufactured into product designs
and circulated through international marketing strategies in a multi-billion dolhr
flow of goods that seep into all aspects of children's lives. Children's play worlds
are furnished with transmedia (Kinder 1991), glocalizing franchises that connect
princess narratives from television programs, films, video games, and websites to 
everyday consumer goods such as dolls, toys, collectibles, apparel, beauty products, 
food, and school supplies (Medina and Wohlwend 2014). Bringing in $4 billion in 
annual global retail sales, this highly profitable "lifestyle brand" (Giroux and Pol
lock 2010) targets 3- to 5-year-old girls as its primary market (Disney Consumer 
Products 2011), allowing children to live in character from breakfast to bedtime. 
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Children participate in consumer cultures through purchases but also through 
interactions with a brand identity or "brand as person" that marketers develop 
to establish an aspirational and emotional bond with target consumers, inviting 
consumers to transact with an imagined person rather than a functional product. 
The princess characters provide the foundational personalities for the franchise's 
brand identity, merged into one persona and distilled into its primary identity 
text. Although the princesses in these films enact individual variations in person
ality traits that range from demure (Snow W hite, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty) 
to curious (Ariel) to plucky (Belle from Beauty and the Beast, Mulan, Tiana from 
The Princess and the Frog), the brand identity plays up the glitter and glamour of 
royal status, reducing differences to color variations in the characters' hair and 
dress styles (Wohlwend 2009). The Disney Princess brand persona is a friendly, 
always-beautiful, self-sacrificing ingenue on her way to a happily-ever-after with 
an attractive hero (Orenstein 2011). In the brand-consumer relationship, the Dis
ney Princess offers a lovely loving friend and role model that positions young girls 
as adoring fans and wannabes, and of course princess product buyers. Children are 
anticipated as particular kinds of consumers by producers and marketers, so that 
at birth children already belong, fully immersed in products and their expected 
brand relationships (Cook 2008). However, it is equally important to recognize 
the potential for creative production and the agency that children exercise in their 
relationships with popular transmedia (Buckingham 2007). 

Friends and Students in Peer and School Cultures 

When Disney Princesses arrive at school, the ways of belonging in princess cul
ture mingle with expected practices in classroom cultures. Dolls become capital 
that children can wield in their power relations with other children during play 
as they strategically play in and out of gendered identity texts in ways that affect 
their status as students in school culture but also their friendships in peer culture 
(Dyson 2003; Marsh 2000; Wohlwend 2011). School culture is the set of official 
goals, rules, values, curriculum, and teacher-sanctioned activities that organize the 
classroom. Peer culture is the set of "common activities, routines, artifacts, values, 
concerns, and attitudes" (Corsaro 1985, 171) developed by children for children, 
further bounded by their play patterns and friendship groups, by school rules and 
routines, and by gendered expectations of how people interact in everyday life 
(Kantor and Fernie 2003). The current study examines how children learn from 
and with each other through their play interactions as they collectively imagine 
other cultures into the classroom space and negotiate pretended identities with 
other players (Kendrick 2005; Schwartzman 1976). Children's play narratives are 
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collaborative but also full of contradictions that must be negotiated as children 
sort out who-is-being-what in both the imagined and the here-and-now contexts. 
To stabilize their shared pretense, young children use toys as tools to anchor their 
pretend roles; they also use access to toys to open and restrict group play, so that 
a doll stands not only for a particular character but also has a role and the right 
to participate in the play group. As conflicts arise over who plays what, children 
spend much time negotiating and protecting their fragile play frames built upon 
hard-fought investments of cultural capital. Sociologist and play theorist W illiam 
Corsaro (2003) views these conflicts as productive catalysts for meaningful nego
tiations that allow children to preserve their pretense while they work out social 
relationships in a multiparty space. Young children negotiate who gets which ma
terials as well as who plays which roles as they try to reconcile their individual, 
often contradicting, meanings within a collectively imagined play frame and in the 
peer culture (Corsaro 2003). Galbraith (2011) found that as preschool children 
took up superhero roles in play, they assumed leadership positions in peer culture, 
changing the superhero media narratives to allow friends to participate in ways 
that strengthened the children's friendships, supported by negotiations mediated 
by their teachers. When teachers acknowledge and engage peer cultures, they "take 
play seriously" as an important resource for developing curriculum that matters to 
children (Kontovourki and Siegel 2009, 37). In this way, princess play practices 
offer children opportunities for pleasure and cooperation, a means of transforming 
�ocial relationships, and a source of empowerment in peer culture. Of course, play
is never innocent; it is also a site of tears and contestation as children struggle over 
highly valued toys, vie for coveted roles, or insist upon portrayals of dominant 
stereotypes (Davies 2003). 

Studying Princess Doll Play in a Preschool Classroom 

Classroom Context

This chapter reports findings from ethnographic research conducted in class
room literacy playshops, emergent critical media literacy curricula that we devel
oped with teachers (Wohlwend, Buchholz, Wessel-Powell, Coggin, and Husbye 
2013), designed to help children engage popular media as producers and not j�st 
consumers. In these playshops, young children collaborated within and around a 
played text, that is, as they played together with popular media dolls and action 
figures, they recorded their own stories with simple handheld digital cameras. 
The data presented in this chapter are excerpted from a larger study in a U.S. 
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midwestern community that took place during one school year with six early 
childhood teachers in three preschool and K-1 classrooms as teachers devel
oped and implemented play-based literacy curriculum using popular media and 
filmmaking. The study was conducted at two sites: a K-1 classroom in a public 
charter elementary school and a university childcare center. This chapter focuses 
on several weeks of princess play in one preschool classroom with two teachers 
and twenty-three 3- to 5-year-old children during the spring semester of the 
project; the children also played Dora the Explorer, Transformers, Star Wars, 
pirates, and others as they created their own films with popular media toys. The 
classroom, situated in a university childcare center, served families of faculty, 
graduate students, and community members. 

During the fall semester, the teachers worked together to develop a cur
riculum called Literacy Playshop (Wohlwend et al. 2013), an early childhood 
approach to critical literacy using play, filmmaking, and popular media. The cur
riculum aimed to: 

1) Draw upon children's media expertise and utilize peer culture interests
to enrich students' reading and writing and expand their participation in
classroom literacy activities (Dyson 2003; Fernie, Madrid, and Kantor
2011)

2) Encourage critical awareness of commercial product messages and help
children see popular media (films, video games, toys) as pliable texts that
can be revised through playful production to create their own storylines
and character identities (Wohlwend 2011)

3) Incorporate filmmaking as a key literacy activity for producing action texts
that integrate play and drama

Teacher study groups met regularly about every other week to read early 
childhood research on critical literacy (Vasquez 2004) and technology (Vasquez 
and Felderman 2012), play and popular media (Marsh 2005), and media pro
duction (Bazalgette 2010; Nixon and Comber 2005; Riddle 2009). Teachers also 
used this time to analyze samples of children's media, learn filmmaking technol
ogies, talk through issues, and plan classroom activities. For example the teachers 
worked together to analyze fast-food media toy commercials for film conventions 
and composition. The teachers then developed activities that supported children's 
collaborations to write scripts, draw storyboards, animate media toys and hand
made puppets as main characters, and produce their own films with popular media 
themes. The teachers set up a "moviemaking" center with popular media toys and 
two Flip video cameras to allow children to independently explore and produce 
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their own films during pretend play. I focus here on the negotiations in children'; 
play with eight princess dolls; the children's films of princess play and filmmakir:g 
explorations are beyond the scope of this chapter. 

Method 

I was assisted in this research by a team of university graduate students who video
recorded classroom activity, visiting each classroom two to four days a week during 
the spring semester. During classroom visits, the research team observed :mJ 
talked with teachers and children, photographed storyboards and writing sample,. 
and videotaped children during dramatic play, storying, and filmmaking actiYi
ties. The research team videotaped classroom activity as teachers tried out thei: 
planned media engagements with their students. Children's activity during pb1. 
writing, and filming with media toys was analyzed for mediation levels (teach
er-led, tools, and child-led) and processes (playing, storying, collaboration, a.nJ 
media production). Finally, the research team analyzed three sets of video d:u.1 
(child-produced films, classroom play and filmmaking activities, and teacher snd, 
group discussions) to identify and compare patterns across levels and processe; 
The vignettes in this chapter are excerpted from classroom activity video dar:1 ;1, 

some children played with dolls and others engaged in making shoes as p,,rt ,i 
costume- and set-making for filmmaking. 

Mediated discourse analysis (Scollon 2001; Scollon and Scollon 2004) 111,1kt; 
expected ways of belonging visible and identifies how belonging is medi,,te,: 
through artifacts such as dolls, including the making and remaking of artif:.,c;, 
(Norris and Jones 2005). Close analysis of video data located princess play pr:1c
tices in which children used dolls in ways that affected their shared meanings ,uiJ 
their social positioning in the play group. Interaction segments of social contl.ic[ 
and meaning negotiation were chosen for close analysis to identify how childre,: 
enacted valued ways of belonging in particular cultures and how these overlappe,: 
and interacted across cultures. For example, during conflicts, teachers and children 
explicitly referred to rules and routines, making these normally tacit valued prac
tices of belonging visible and available for analysis. (See Table 1 for an example o,

close analysis.) 
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